Microsoft Entra Permissions Management

As organizations adopt multi cloud infrastructures to support business workflows involving user and workload identities it's increasingly difficult to know who has access to what data across which platforms. It increases the risk of unauthorized identities having access to critical resources. This lack of visibility often leads to excessive permissions and unused standing privileges which can be exploited by attackers. This report covers a feature overview, as well as strengths and challenges of Microsoft Entra Permissions Management, a Cloud Infrastructure Entitlement Management solution that helps organizations manage identities, permissions, and resources in expanding multi-cloud environments.
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1 Introduction

A dynamic multi-cloud, multi-hybrid IT architecture is coming to dominate enterprise networks, as business leaders and IT vendors understand that a paradigm shift is necessary for organizations to become fully digital and deliver improved business value.

The speed and dynamic nature of this architecture is essential for organizations create the applications and tools needed for fast changing markets and operating conditions. Developers and other agile teams within organizations have come to rely on dynamic clouds to complete workloads on a Just-In-Time (JIT) basis, in response to demands from internal customers. All the while, networks are much more open to employees, third party users, suppliers, and customers; what was once considered "privileged" is becoming the norm as collaboration and data sharing become ubiquitous.

A greater number of workload identities such as applications, containers and scripts are gaining access to cloud-based resources and becoming increasingly important components of the new environment as process automation takes hold. The downside of this is keeping track of permissions in expanding cloud architectures with industry figures suggesting that 90% of identities use less than 5% of permissions granted - with too many undocumented permissions and activity sitting outside traditional IAM tools.

The speed at which these environments operate has put severe pressure on the capabilities of traditional access management platforms such as role-based IGA, IAM and PAM. While workloads have long been present in servers and private clouds these tended to be static and not time critical. What has changed is the breadth of access, but primarily the dynamic/agile/volatile nature of what needs to be managed. It is not about setting up a server on a physical machine that runs for years anymore, but about constantly changing workloads.

KuppingerCole has responded to this paradigm with our Dynamic Resource Entitlement & Access Management (DREAM) classification for access management and entitlement platforms that can manage the challenges in the computing environments mentioned above. Fundamentally, DREAM platforms must operate at the speed of the cloud with permissions based on tasks, toolchains and workloads rather than roles - and to ensure the right identities receive the right access permissions.

DREAM also encompasses CIEM (Cloud Infrastructure Entitlement Management) platforms that offer rapid access to cloud infrastructure itself and in some more advanced examples, offer granular control of cloud-based resources. Also included within DREAM are the newer PAM for DevOps tools that extend the traditional functionality of PAM for toolchain focused access for DevOps teams.

All included platforms must address the protection of the clouds themselves, the assets held in the cloud, and include those assets which remain on-premises but are needed to connect to the cloud. We are addressing such common components as VMware, Linux/Windows Servers, Web Servers, SaaS, IaaS, databases, containers, code, confidential data, secrets, credentials and privileged accounts.
The IT environment has inevitably become complex just as the business environment has made it harder to be competitive and profitable with the shifts in consumer behaviour and new delivery models of goods and services. None of this will stop; more likely the speed of change will accelerate as new technology, such as the metaverse and Web 3.0, opens new markets and opportunities. New technology, business practices and cultures are arising that will further put a strain on traditional Identity and Access Management solutions for multi-hybrid environments.

Organizations understand the business and operational imperatives for these environments but how to make them successful and to be secure is less well understood. And the tools for enhanced access and identity requirements are only just emerging. It is within this new environment that Microsoft Entra Permissions Management must compete as part of the software giant’s wide-ranging effort to manage access and permissions in multi-cloud operating environments.
2 Product Description

Microsoft Entra Permissions Management is a CIEM platform intended to make permissions management more dynamic and compatible with the DREAM specification in multi-cloud environments. Fundamental to this is a shift away from managing permissions based on roles and towards analysis of historical usage and activity.

The platform has been created to engender Just-In-Time temporary access to high risk permissions and to provide always on monitoring to right size identity access and prevent excess standing privileges. The platform offers visibility and control over permissions for any identity and any resource within Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google Cloud Platform (GCP). The number of IaaS platforms supported is highly likely to be expanded as Microsoft develops the platform. Microsoft Entra Permissions Management provides visibility and control of major identity providers, including Azure Active Directory and Google Workspace.

The platform uses a modern dashboard interface to provide admins or IT managers with an easy-to-understand window into activity across cloud infrastructures, including the multi-cloud installations. It is now more common for different cloud providers to be deployed within a single organization as individual LOBs or departments choose their own provider based on cost or usability for specific tasks.

A primary capability of an effective CIEM platform is full discovery and onboarding of identities and attached permissions in the cloud. Microsoft Entra Permissions Management uses bots that crawl networks and scan existing permissions and highlight which identities have used these permissions, how they have been used and those permissions granted but remain unused.

This informs a key part of the platform; the Permissions Creep Index which assesses the risk level associated with unused or excess permissions and the gap between permissions granted and actively used.

Customers that already use Microsoft Defender for Cloud will benefit from automatic access to Microsoft Entra Permissions Management from that platform's dashboard - we expect many more integrations with Microsoft applications over time. Microsoft has already made rapid advances to fashion the original CloudKnox CIEM platform it acquired in 2021 into an improved and recognizably Microsoft product.

To deploy Microsoft Entra Permissions Management customers are required to have an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) account to sign in - but not Azure itself. Once established, customers with a Global Admin role can Permissions Management on their Azure AD tenant, and then onboard their AWS, GCP or Azure cloud accounts as needed. Only authorized business cloud accounts can be found so rogue cloud instances set up by individuals or teams will be missed by the platform.

Once discovery has been completed the platform has useful permissions management capabilities: it can automatically delete permissions that have been unused for more than 90 days, new permissions can be
granted on-demand and automated just-in-time access for cloud resources. All such actions can be triggered by a request for access from an identity, and all activities are recorded for analytics purposes. The user experience is the same for any identity type, identity source (local, enterprise directory, or federated) and cloud. A human identity can also request access on behalf of a workload identity which is a neat and forward-thinking capability.

For one-off scenarios where an identity needs to perform a specific set of actions on a set of specific resources, the identity can request those permissions on-demand for a limited period with a self-service workflow. Just-In-Time (JIT) and temporary access is possible for identities that need elevation to access certain resources or for a one-off project for a limited time. Flexibility is built into the platform and brings elements of traditional PAM elevation but at a more dynamic rate.

![Figure 1: The deployment architecture for Microsoft Entra Permissions Management (Source: Microsoft)](image)

Microsoft Entra Permissions Management offers out-of-the-box forensic reports which are also fully customisable to meet the needs of the reporting channels. Reports can be scheduled or produced on-demand in response to an incident or investigation and distributed by mail.

Future development will include refinement of the UX and dashboard to mirror that of other Microsoft platforms. More importantly, Microsoft says it will support more IaaS services across the board as well as VMware.

Permissions Management is available as a standalone solution, priced at $125 per resource, per year. Microsoft is offering a free 90-day trial to Permissions Management so customers can run a comprehensive risk assessment scan across multi-cloud infrastructures.
Microsoft has made a fine start to integrating the CloudKnox platform it acquired and fashion it into a simple to deploy CIEM - if you have Azure AD to begin with, which will not be an issue for many customers. It currently supports only the three main IaaS providers (AWS, GCP, Azure) but we believe Microsoft will make good on its promise to fully widen the choice of cloud services supported. It cannot yet trace activity on non-business subscribed cloud accounts but that is a greater technical challenge and for many customers, getting grip on what is happening in their business supported clouds will of great value ion itself.

The platform is also easy to use, benefits form a clear UX (which will only get getter) and has a relatively rapid onboard period. One fully installed the analytics engine refreshes the Permissions Creep Index every hour, making the platform a reliable barometer of what is happening across multi-cloud entitlement usage and permissions. There is also a useful level of options available to admins wishing to add or change permissions or grant access for JIT or limited time basis, which provides some level of PAM capability.

There are some omissions, we would like wider cloud support, there is not yet support for hybrid cloud (public and private) environments or Sovereign clouds and more ITSM support would be invaluable to many potential customers. Finally, the ability to run Microsoft Entra Permissions Management without Azure AD would be attractive. Overall, however, this product will undoubtedly have an impact on the burgeoning CIEM market given its rapid deployment, logical UX, strong analytics capabilities and cloud native support out of the box.
Strengths

- Simple architecture allows rapid and easy deployment and fast scanning or identities and permissions
- Supports the big three IaaS providers with native scanning capability
- Strong capability to manage identities and permissions as well as rapid access request process for end users
- Supports workload and human identities and developer environments such as containers
- Complements Azure AD PIM for just-in-time access for admin roles in Azure
- The original platform was good, Microsoft has already made it better
- Free 90-day trial available

Challenges

- The platform currently doesn't support hybrid cloud environments or Sovereign clouds as yet
- We look forward to integrations to the ITSM solutions in the pipeline.
- Pricing model based on resources may not be attractive to all customers, or easy to map accurately
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